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17 of 17 review helpful Good book slighly superflous tape By James French The instructions contained in the book 
which is available separately are wonderful suggestions for strengthning the etheric body projecting its energy and 
finally injecting your consciousness into that energy The cautions are somewhat elaborate since the author s point of 
view is that of Ceremonial Magick Overall though the book is very us Now you can quickly easily and safely learn to 
master the technique that so many people wish to learn separating the consciousness from the physical body when you 
get The Astral Projection Kit by Melita Denning and Osborne Phillips The Astral Projection Kit is one of the most 
powerful tools for self realization ever You ll learn to explore the astral plane through step by step exercises and 
discover what life is like beyond the physical b About the Author Melita Denning and Osborne Phillips are 
internationally recognized authorities on the mainstream Western Mysteries and are two of the foremost exponents of 
the Ogdoadic Tradition that premier hermetic school whose keywords are knowledge and reg 
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feminine death and rebirth understanding of death reclaiming ones 
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ere you will find any needed items to practice the magical arts all of the abaxion ritual items have been hand picked for 
quality and substance  Free sir james braddock was a denizen of otherworld an other dimensional realm merlyn sent 
james to  review many forms of fiction feature characters attributed with superhuman supernatural or paranormal john 
carter of mars is a fictional virginian transported to mars and the initial protagonist of edgar rice burroughs barsoom 
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